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P/E Ratio
 Why it is used?

 Intuitively appealing (as it proxies for growth 

and risk)

 Simple to compute

 Why it is often displayed in reports?

 An analyst need not be explicit about their 

assumptions of growth, risk, dividend payout 

ratios, etc.

 Comparable P/Es would more likely to reflect 

market moods and perceptions

 Prone to make systematic errors
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Estimating P/E Ratio
 P/E Ratio for a stable firm

 Positively linked to payout ratio and growth

 Negatively linked to its riskiness 

 Make a guess on P/E multiple for 2-wheel automobiles

 P/E Ratio for a high growth firm

 This formula can also be applied to firms which are 
not paying dividends 

 Can we try it? 

 Portfolio managers use shortcuts by comparing P/E 
ratios with the expected growth rates to identify 
stories

 Prone to errors (say, National Steel and Cauvery 
Software)
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Comparisons of P/E Ratios
 Can we make a guess on the P/E multiple of a 

country’s index

 How can this be manipulated?

 At the country level (adjust indices) 

 Take Home: P/E Ratios should never be looked on 
a stand-alone basis (the context has to be taken 
into account)

 Using P/E ratios of comparable firms

 Several problems: (a) definition of a comparable 

firm is subjective (b) differences in fundamentals
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Problems with P/E Ratios

 Cannot handle firm’s with negative 
earnings (or very low earnings)

 Volatility in earnings is much higher

 Depends on the accounting conventions

 Can be managed (for a short-time)

Variants:

 Price/FCFE ratio

 Price/FCFF ratio

 Price/Dividend ratios and Dividend Yields
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P/BV Ratios
 Measuring issues … 

 Problem with modern software

 Advantages 

 (a) can be used for firms with negative earnings 
(b) not prone to volatility and year-on-year 
accounting manipulations (c) an intuitive measure

 Disadvantages

 (a) affected by accounting decisions on 
depreciation and other variables; (b) cannot be 
used if varying GAAP are followed; (c) does not 
carry much meaning for service firms; (d) cannot 
handle negative book values
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Estimating P/BV Ratios
 P/BV for a stable firm

 P0/BV0 = (ROE – g) / (ke – g)

 Try this one on Bata India

 Can use the estimation route for private firms

 P/BV for a high growth firm .. Check the book

 You can try it out on Relaxo Footwear 

 You can modify the above discussion by using Expected 
growth rate = Retention ratio X ROE

 You can think of using porter’s framework OR any other 
good strategy framework for analyzing companies 
capability to earn supernormal profits

 Using P/BV ratios of comparable firms

 Several problems: (a) definition of a comparable firm is 
subjective (b) differences in fundamentals
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P/S Ratios
 Advantages 

 (a) does not become negative (b) not influenced 

by accounting decisions (c) not volatile (d) 

provides a convenient framework to handle the 

effects of change in pricing policy and even some 

corporate strategy decisions

 Disadvantages

 (a) stability can become an issue; (b) does not 

take into account costing issues across firms and 

hence margins
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P/S Ratios
 For a stable firm

 P0/S0 = (profit margin X payout ratio) / (ke – g)

 Assume profit margin in the next time period

 P/S for a high growth firm

 We can try this on Relaxo Footwear .. 

 Expected growth rate = Retention ratio X profit 

margin X (Sales/BV of equity)

 Can link it to the firm’s pricing policy and overall 

game plan


